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The King and the Oobleck

By Dr. Seuss
The King
and the
Oobleck
The King was tired of the same weather all of the time.
The King was tired of snow.
The King was tired of rain.
The King was tired of sun.
The King was tired of clouds.
The King wanted a different kind of weather.
King ordered his wizards to make a new kind of weather.
The wizards used their magic to make a weather called "oobleck".
The oobleck began as a green cloud.
The oobleck became green steam.
The oobleck fell from the sky in little green drops.
The oobleck grew into large green balls.
The oobleck stuck to everyone and everything!
Goats stuck to ducks.
Geese stuck to cows.
Farmers stuck to tractors.
Cooks stuck to pots and pans.
Maids stuck to clotheslines.
The king even stuck to his throne!
Musicians stuck to instruments.
The king finally decided that oobleck was not good weather.
The king said he was sorry for the mess.
The King welcomed back the sun, the rain, the snow, and the clouds.
Oobleck was never seen again!